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SUPERIOR PARTNER - a person through the referral link of which you are registered.

PARTNER - a downline partner who has registered using your referral link.

UPGRADE - is the opening (purchase) of the next slot of a more expensive level.

REINVEST - this is the re-opening (purchase) of the slot at the current level.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
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What does decentralized mean? And what 
does it give you?
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Decentralized marketing is created on a smart contract that provides you with maximum security 
and stability.

A smart contract is an algorithm inside a cryptocurrency blockchain. In our case, this is ethereum, 
the number one cryptocurrency among those on which it is possible to create smart contracts.

Smart contracts, like cryptocurrencies, are decentralized. They will work strictly according to the 
established program, and no one can change it. They are uploaded to the blockchain network, 
and their work depends on millions of computers around the world! Therefore, they cannot be 
attacked! No one can change, or crack a smart contract! No one can stop them. What rules were 
laid down initially, such will be respected, and it is unshakable.
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Matrix Marketing SmartWay Forsage works 
strictly in tandem with  
Basic Marketing Smart Way
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The main marketing of Smart Way is the same classic marketing as all other smart 
contract marketing existing today, that is, by the principle of delta (binaries or trinars, 
with levels and cycles). 

At the same time, it is obvious that Smart Way is the pinnacle of the evolution of such 
marketing. This is the most thoughtful, and the most long-term marketing among 
analogues.

How do tandem matrices and deltas Smart Way reinforce each other?

The matrix model involves the most active people. 
And models by the type of delta attract precisely masses of people. 
Each model has its pros and cons. 
We combined them so that the cons are completely leveled, there are only pluses.

MARKETING SMART WAY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yiqMTRgj3Y
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How does Smart Way Forsage matrix 
marketing work?
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The matrix, unlike the delta, is a closed system, without deadlines. With a limited number of 
places and an unlimited number of reinvests.

Another key difference is the presence of a referral link, which more encourages every active 
action. Two programs work in same time, parallel 

In the Smart Way Forsage x3 program below you is 1 line, and 3 places

In the Smart Way Forsage x4 program below you have 2 lines - 2 places in the 1st and 4 
places in the 2nd line (as in a binar)

When you activate Smart Way Forsage, you open both programs simultaneously.

Smart Way
Forsage х4

Smart Way
Forsage x3 
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Smart Way Forsage x3
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When you invite partners, they take places under you.
The distribution of payments when taking out the matrix automatically occurs as follows:

The 1st partner invited by your referral link takes the 1st place in you slot. 
A 100% payment is immediately credited to your wallet.

The 2nd partner closes the 2nd place below you. 100% payout goes to your wallet

3rd partner takes 3rd place below you. You again receive 100% income, but in the form of 
reinvest.

Reinvest opens this slot for you again, and you continue to receive income from it. Without 
reinvestment, this slot would close, and that’s it. Reopening the slot, you take up an empty 
place to the SUPREME PARTNER. Accordingly, 100% for reinvestment is transferred to  him. 

Similarly, your invited partners will have reinvestments, and you will instantly receive income 
from them per every reinvest.SUPREME

PARTNER
for reinvest
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Upgrade - a one-time purchase of the next slot 
level
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In order for your income to grow, you need to activate (buy) the next level of the slot, that is, to UPGRADE. If the next slot is not purchased from you, 
then the previous one after the first reinvest will be temporarily blocked until you upgrade. You have already doubled the cost of the slot, and the 
money is in your personal wallet. 

Then the choice is yours! Develop a business and earn more, or take money and see how others earn. Thanks to this rule, most of your partners will 
increase the slots, and your business will grow.

If you made an Upgrade (bought the next slot), then you have a new slot of current level, and a more expensive slot opens. You take up free place with 
a supreme partner in the respective slots. At the same time, you do not have to wait for the reinvest, you can upgrade by collecting two payments, and 
there will be no blockage after the reinvest.

For example, you have 1 slot active, and the 2nd - not yet. You receive payments and upgrade the 2nd slot. There is a reinvest, 1st slot is reopened, 
and now an upgrade from here will no longer be needed. Next, you will need to upgrade from the 2nd slot, acquiring the 3rd. Etc.

Your partners are following you. And as soon as all three places are closed under them, a reinvest occurs, 100% of which immediately comes to you. 
Thus, a chain reaction occurs, and your partners immediately stand under you again! And again, you get paid directly to your wallet! This principle is 
one of the advantages of decentralized projects in general. Absolutely all payments, 100% go to your wallet, and you do not even need to worry about 
withdrawing funds! The profit is already on your Ethereum wallet!
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Smart Way Forsage x4
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In parallel, the Smart Way Forsage x4 program also works

In Smart Way Forsage x4, the 1st and 2nd partners invited by your 
referral link take two places below you in the first line. A 100% payment 
goes to the wallet of your supreme partner. Because your first line is two 
places in the second line at the supreme partners.

You also get exactly from the 2nd line, 100% from 4 people. Of these, 3 
payments go instantly to your wallet.

The last payout is closing, and it also makes a reinvest, buying you the 
same slot again, and 100% payment is transferred to your SUPREME 
PARTNER.

The upgrade principle is the same as described above in the Smart Way 
Forsage x3 program.

SUPREME
PARTNER

SUPREME
PARTNER

for reinvest
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Slots
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In each of these two programs, “Forsage x3” and 
“Forsage x4” have slots.

All similar and work in the same way. Each subsequent 
slot is 2 times more expensive than the previous one. 
And, as a result, the income and profits from them are 
twice as high!

How many slots can be activated immediately?

You can open as many slots as you want! At least all 
twelve at once! They have no expiration date, so you 
can not be afraid that they will burn. 

All active slots move and bring you revenue in parallel

Reinvest LEVEL Partners on this level
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Slots
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This symbiosis of marketing allows absolutely every 
participant to earn money, and rightly bears the title of a 
national project, because the interests of not the creator, but 
ordinary participants are more fully realized. With the 
smallest actions!

Way, you have the opportunity to earn the most money! And 
that's not all!

The 1st slot of each program costs 0.025 eth. They are bought together; separately, the 1st slot cannot be taken. Accordingly, the input to the matrix is 
generally 0.05 eth. You can purchase all further slots separately, in order from the smaller to the larger. It is impossible to buy a 3rd slot without having 
an open 2nd.

Also, in order to participate in matrix marketing, you have to participate in the main marketing of Smart Way, which has an input of 0.2 Eth. Thanks to 
this condition, you create revenue sources in both marketing, as your partners will also connect to you, both in the matrix and in the delta.
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How are the levels of the slots developing?
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There is enough income from each slot to reinvest in a slot of the same 
level and buy a slot of the next level.

You decide whether to purchase the next level slot! There are no violent 
factors such as auto upgrades, which would lead to the need to centrally 
accumulate funds.

You can overtake your superior partner by acquiring slots to which he has 
not yet reached. In this case, you get up to his superior partner, the 
closest who has such a slot, and the income goes to him.

When your superior partner finally reaches the same slot, then, after 
reinvesting, you will take an empty seat from him, and again bring the 
payment to him. Thus retained personally invited partners forever.UPGRADE - is the opening (purchase) of the next slot of a 

more expensive level. It is done once at the first opening of 
the slot. The payment goes to your superior partner, 
provided that he has a slot of this level.

REINVEST - this is the re-opening (purchase) of the slot at 
the current level. It is done automatically. The payment goes 
to the wallet of your higher partner.

SUPREME
PARTNER
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Features and differences of the "x3" and "x4" programs
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All partners in your “x3” program matrix are your invited.

In the program "x4" we are building a team together. There may be different options. At least all of you invited, at least not one invited by you. 
Either just everyone - 2 invited, or mixed. In the program "x3" organized a system of overflows, both above and below.

The following important explanation. In the matrix, unlike the delta, the referral link is fixed exactly to the person who invited you. That is, you 
always follow your supreme partner, to each of the slots in which he is. So it is with your guests.

For example, you go to upgrade to the 2nd slot. If your supreme partner is already in the 2nd slot, then you get up under him. Just like that, your 
partner stand under you. If your supreme partner does not have that slot available, then you overtake him, and you get to his supreme partner. If, 
however, he doesn’t have the required slot available. If he hasn’t yet been paid for it, then in the same way you are already overtaking two 
supreme partners ... and so on, until the system finds a person who has already paid for the required area, and you stand under it. See the next 
page.

But referral linking allows you to return everything back. This means that when your supreme partner finally bought the slot, then at your next 
reinvestment you will again stand under him! The logic is very simple and fair.
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Features and differences of the "x3" and "x4" programs
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SUPREME PARTNER 
of your supreme partner

SUPREME PARTNER

YOU

For example, you go to upgrade 
the 2nd slot. If your supreme partner does not 
have that slot available, then you overtake him, 
and you get to his supreme partner.

When your supreme partner finally bought the 
slot, then at your next reinvest you will again 
stand under him!
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How much do you earn here?
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In the Smart Way Forsage x3 program, the first slot earns 0.075 eth for each circle. The 2nd 
slot is already 0.15 eth for each circle. The 3rd slot is 0.3 eth. And so on, each slot brings twice 
as much as the previous one. The 12th slot will bring 153.6 ether.

In parallel, in the Smart Way Forsage x4 program, your income for the circle of the first slot will 
be 0.1 eth, the 2nd slot - 0.2 eth, the 3rd - 0.4 eth, the 4th - 0.8 eth, and then also, each slot is 
2 times more profitable than the previous one. 12th slot already brings 204.8 ether per circle.

In total, for the full cycle, that is, for all slots in 1 circle you get 716.625 ethereum. 
Of which your net profit is 511.425 Ethereum. In fact, this will be more, because when you 
move to the next slot, the previous one has already passed 1 round. That is, by the time the 
12th slot passes a circle, in the previous ones many circles will be completed.

And do not forget that in parallel you have basic marketing, which can bring 
48 ethers of income per month, or 575 ethers per year. At the same time, matrix marketing 
gives you income at every step.

Profit, ethbuy, eth

MARKETING DETAILS: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IV2TrWnXo7r6-4VJqs3bNqVnpg0lvVKmVFOEt37hHbc/edit#gid=765873377

Profit, ethBuy, eth

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IV2TrWnXo7r6-4VJqs3bNqVnpg0lvVKmVFOEt37hHbc/edit#gid=765873377
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IV2TrWnXo7r6-4VJqs3bNqVnpg0lvVKmVFOEt37hHbc/edit#gid=765873377
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How to choose a start option?
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You can start with a minimum. This is only 0.05 eth if you already have basic Smart Way marketing. Or you will need 0.25 eth to open both 
programs. Then you can upgrade two, three, five, as many as you like, at least for all twelve slots at once.

And don’t think about any timelines, as in basic marketing! No deadlines! That not needed here! Because, the function repeating cycle in 
programs like delta. In matrix programs, the completeness of each slot, carries the same function. Places in the purchased slot end anyway. The 
function of regular turnover is embedded in the development model of absolutely any competent business, and in this case everything is 
organized in the best way.

Recommended launch option - 3 slots in “x3” and “x4” at once. The total entry amount will be 0.35 eth. Together with the main marketing it turns 
out 0.55 eth. This is a proven working option for mass attraction. This start option is optimal for the majority, so it is highly likely that your partners 
will also follow you at once on 3 slots of both programs. In this situation, you will begin to earn significantly from the first steps.

As you can see, in Smart Way Forsage marketing, all the details are thought out so that the movement is dynamic, revenues are instant, and the 
principle of decentralization is fully preserved, which is important for long-term development.

We recommend concentrating on this particular business, and then truly high incomes will become a reality for you.
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Main Smart Way Marketing
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If you are not familiar with the basic marketing of Smart Way - watch a separate video about this. We also recommend that you familiarize yourself with 
the Quick Strategy, which has been tested in practice as very effective.

Sell to 2 partners of the 1st line odd levels

MARKETING SMART WAY
https://youtu.be/1msMYLlAIss

We sell even levels to 4 partners of the 2nd line

FAST STRATEGY

FAST STRATEGY 
https://youtu.be/kaeFPSM0HtM

ON PRACTICE:
https://youtu.be/KwFLfOgMs3E

https://youtu.be/1msMYLlAIss
https://youtu.be/1msMYLlAIss
https://youtu.be/kaeFPSM0HtM
https://youtu.be/KwFLfOgMs3E

